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Project: Tocumen International Airport

Sustainable Growth
An ambitious growth strategy requires a vision for today — and tomorrow. 

At Tocumen International Airport, Bobrick accessories help navigate 

immediate design needs and future operation.

Part of a masterplan to increase the airport’s capacity from 5.8 to 18 million 

passengers by 2022, Panama’s largest airport recently completed its third 

expansion phase and the renovation of several existing restrooms. Throughout 

the airport’s expansion efforts, a robust environmental strategy was employed. 

In fact, its newest terminal was designed to replicate the Panamanian 

landscape, with a range of sustainability measures employed on the interior. 

In renovating the existing terminals’ restrooms, sustainable operation was 

still important. However, for an airport planning such dramatic traffic growth, 

maintaining washroom sustainability and maximizing product value posed 

a significant challenge. How could consumable and maintenance expenses 

be minimised? Naturally, the airport turned to an array of Bobrick products 

to help.

First Class Operation 
To ensure sustainable, economical washrooms, a range of Bobrick 

accessories were installed. At the counter, 249 top-fill B-822 Manual 

Liquid Soap Dispensers offer cost-effective operation with simplified 

maintenance by accommodating bulk liquid soap — instead of costly, 

labour-intensive proprietary cartridges — minimizing risk of stockouts. 

In cubicle interiors, 282 B-2892 Twin Jumbo-Roll Toilet Tissue Dispensers 

provide extra-large capacity, increasing time between servicing. 

Meanwhile, 29 KB110-SSRE-INB Horizontal, 

Recessed Baby Changing Stations ensure 

travelling families have consistent access 

to safe, sanitary changing areas — all while 

supporting a clean, minimalist aesthetic 

befitting an airport reimagined. 

Transportation

Location:
Panama City, Panama

Accessories:
B-822 Manual Liquid Soap 
Dispenser

B-72974 Automatic, Universal 
Surface-Mounted Roll Towel 
Dispenser

B-715 Elan™ Surface-Mounted 
Hand Dryer

B-279 ClassicSeries™ Surface-
Mounted Waste Receptacle

Koala Kare KB110-SSRE-INB 
Horizontal Stainless Steel, Recess 
Mounted Baby Changing Station

B-2892 ClassicSeries Surface-
Mounted Twin Jumbo-Roll Toilet 
Tissue Dispenser

Global Case Study

PROJECT DETAILS

NO HYGIENE LAYOVERS

Reduce risk of hygiene downtime. 
The efficiently maintained B-822 
Manual Liquid Soap Dispenser 
can save 25% in labour costs, with 
no more bending under counters 
to change cartridges.

KB110-SSRE-INB


